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SERVICES PANEL 1
- SPD/1 x 6
- SPD/1 EP x 6
- SPD/3 x 1
- SKR

SERVICES PANEL 2
- (W ANGIOGRAPHY TABLE)
- G2 X 2
- NOS X 1
- MA X 1
- EX X 2
- SKR

SERVICES PANEL 3
- SPD/2 EP x 1
- EC

ELEVATION 1

ELEVATION 2

REV   DESCRIPTION
5     FIRST ISSUE
5     7.7.65
HS

HCAMC in association with UNSW

Australasian

RIS Room Code: ANPR
RDS Room Code: ANPR

124 x 182

Designed: ANPR
Approved: ANPR

20.43

160 x 43